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Introduction
In the latest round of Friday Afternoons commissions the focus is, understandably,
very much on the songs.
However, there is much to be gained by also looking more closely at Jonathan Dove’s
compositions. His accompaniments are much more than simple chordal ‘vampalongs’; they are carefully crafted vignettes, with many features of interest for
aspiring composers.
In this resource, we look at some of these features, and suggest ways in which
students might make effective use these ideas in their own work. Depending on the
students and the context, these composition tasks may be quite prescriptive, more
open ended or somewhere in between….
Some of the activities may lead to composition of complete works. Others may
simply provide ideas for elements of a composition. Teachers and students should
feel free to ‘pick and mix’ with these suggestions – taking from them what they need
as appropriate.
The teacher can adapt these resources, and guide students in using them in their
work. They are intended for use by students across Key Stages 3 to 5. Some
activities are quite stretching and challenging – others are more straightforward.
Although notated examples are used to illustrate some of the procedures, students
who are less confident with standard notation can make use of the underlying ideas,
with teacher guidance and support.
Download the PDF versions of the full scores from the Friday Afternoons website and
use them alongside this resource.

1. Composing ideas from Music on the
Waters

Using key signatures ‘creatively’
What is going on here? The key signature of five sharps clearly suggests the key of B
major, but the piece never comes to rest on this home note. Instead most phrases
end with an F#, which we have to regard as the root. Other phrases end on a C#,
suggesting the dominant in the key of F#. If we think of this piece as using a
mixolydian rather than a major scale it becomes easier to understand. This way of
writing automatically ensures the flattened seventh, instead of having to write it as
an accidental each time.
The mixolydian is a popular scale used across many genres of music, including blues
and folk (She Moved Through The Fair), Classical (Grieg Piano Concerto in A minor third movement) and Pop (Beatles - Norwegian Wood and Radiohead - Morning Mr
Magpie)

Activity
Set up a composition task, where students use one of the following key signatures:

We have labelled these 1 to 5. They should use the chart below to select a keynote
to make music in either Mixolydian or Dorian mode:
Label
1
2

Mixolydian – root note
D
A

Dorian – root note
A
E

3
4
5

E
C
F

B
G
C

Vocal ostinato
The way the vocal backing parts work in this piece is
interesting – they overlap and rise/fall suggesting a
musical interpretation of wave-like movement. The
motif begins on the dominant (C#) and ends on the
tonic (F#)
Overlapping at a short one beat interval is very effective, giving a sense of forward
propulsion. In the absence of any conventional harmonic progression, this helps to
create an interesting and ever changing texture of harmonies. More like Debussy
than Mozart.
Unlike a conventional chorus, the backing vocals permeate rather than punctuate
the song. So the ‘message’ of the song is continuously and subliminally in the
background. Can you find examples of pop music where backing vocals function in a
similar way?

Activity
Ask students to add textural layers to a composition, using the above approach:
•
•
•
•

Devise a short repeated motif, overlapping after one beat.
Beginning on the dominant and ending on the tonic works well, but other
configurations may be considered.
Using a sequencer piano roll editor can facilitate this process.
Do not worry if the intervals between any vertical pairing of notes seems to
clash. The dissonance is likely to be too fleeting to be a problem. However,
sustained notes may need to be chosen carefully.

The piano accompaniment
In the right hand the rapid semiquavers are gentle and sustained, build up an
impressionistic wash of sound. Again, the water themed music of Debussy springs to
mind, for example Reflets dans l’eau

The right hand pattern is an unchanging ostinato, using the first four notes of the
vocal ostinato motif shown above, but played at twice the speed – a diminution from
quavers to semiquavers. Against this pattern, the left hand plays a pattern which
usually rises and falls in a stepwise pattern.

Activity
This piano accompaniment provides an excellent model for a composition. Student
can be given the task on writing an accompaniment for piano, guitars or other
instruments, for one or more players, which has the following features:
•
•
•

Devise a short arpeggio style pattern, then repeat, but vary one of the notes,
to add a little interest to the repetition.
Devise an accompanying bass or left hand part to go with this.
Move the left hand part to different intervals – use a trial and error approach
to see which combinations work best.

The example below has been created using the above approach. Each bar is
repeated several times, before further developing the progression.

2. Composing ideas from “Legend”
The accompaniment
The left hand ostinato figure commands attention and bears repetition because of its
arresting rhythm and the distinctively ‘bare’ sound of the chords. These are chords
using only roots and fifths - guitarists call this the power chord.
It chugs along steadily on the root note of D, but notice how effective it is when it
suddenly changes at bar 23, where it climbs a third. This an interval between chords
which is used frequently by the Friday Afternoons composer Jonathan Dove.
Following the D to F change, it later falls a third D to B then later B to G [climbs a 6th
rather than falling a third which essentially gives the same effect]. Parallel
movement rather than diatonic progression can be found in many works of popular
music from The House of the Rising Sun, Eleanor Rigby, the works of Bowie through
to many Radiohead tracks. Classical composers such as Vaughan Williams also
favoured this interval. Consider, for example, the opening to Sea Symphony, where
an opening brass fanfare moves from a chord of Bb minor to D major. This is an
important motif which is used extensively throughout the piece.
Later at bar 53 hits the dominant chord of A briefly - then soon falls again the thirds
to F before finally coming to rest on D.

Activities

Experiment with ‘power chords’ on piano or guitar. Power
chords do not necessarily have to be played forcefully - it
refers more to the use of chords comprising combining
notes of root/fifth/octave. These chords are tonally
‘ambiguous’ – they are neither fully major nor minor. Here
are the notes for a G power chord – sometimes referred to
as G5 or G[no third]

•

Move these chords around and let your ears decide which to retain.
Frequently return to the key chord and use lots of movement in thirds.

•

Save the use of the dominant for a dramatic or important point in the
composition.

•

Keep the rhythm of the pattern simple, but interesting – a challenge!

Call/response and following the tune
Now let’s turn our attention to how the right hand functions in this piano
accompaniment. The right hand part does one of two things:
•
•

It sets up a dramatic call/response with the left hand part during the
introduction, interludes and ending
It doubles or harmonises the melody during the vocal sections.

Activities
Use this model as a template for an original composition. Use the diagram below for
guidance on how to do this:

The melody
The melody for this song comprises four phrases:
•
•
•
•

Phrase A: a four bar phrase starting on the root note of D
Phrase B: transposes Phrase A up a third, with an altered ending
Phrase C: transposes Phrase A up a fifth
Phrase D: a gently descending phrase

The accompaniment provides lots of space to make the melody stand out,
horizontally and vertically:

•
•
•

There are four bar interludes between each of the phrases.
The bass ostinato is pitched well below the melodic line.
The piano doubles or harmonises the vocal line

Activities
Set up a composition project which uses some or all of these features. This can be
for any combination of instruments and/or voices.

3. Composing ideas from Mad Moon
Tweaking chords
As with Music on the Waters, this piece is in mixolydian mode. The key signature of
three sharps suggests the key of A major, but the home chord, used extensively
through much of the piece, is E major. To offset the possibility of this chord
becoming tedious through over repetition, Dove tweaks one of the notes in the
ostinato pattern, replacing an E with an F#. This device has been used by countless
blues pianists and guitarists in standard 12 bar blues shuffle accompaniments.

Activity
Ask students to write a chordal vamp using one of these chords, plus the chord with
an altered note, as shown below. They should then transpose the pattern to other
chords prior to arranging the chords into a sequence. The chords shown are
intended for use by a guitarist, but can be adapted for keyboard use:

The example below shows the beginnings of a piece, using the G chord illustrated
above. The pattern has been transposed up to the chords of C and D. Notice the D
transposition has been adapted slightly to facilitate guitar fingering.

Making ‘wild’ music
Dove introduces a ‘howling’ chorus starting at bar 11 in this piece. This section
contrasts with the more formally structured verse that precedes it. It sounds more
abandoned and anarchic. This is partly achieved through the pitch and rhythm
choices and is reinforced with the portamento marking.
This sense of wild abandon is an important element in a range of pop/rock music
from across the decades. It is there in Lennon’s Twist & Shout through to Mother
with the Plastic Ono Band, the soul music of James Brown and Wilson Pickett,
countless Hendrix guitar solos, Radiohead’s Paranoid Android … the list goes on.

Activity
We are asking students to put aside more structured, formal considerations of
melody, rhythm and harmony; to forget the ‘rules’ and respond more intuitively.
Obviously the moods or scenes the music are trying to convey have to be

appropriate for this type of music making – sea storms, high energy dance pieces, in
fact anything on a dramatic theme.
Having put together some appropriate backing tracks, students can devise ideas by
singing over the top or using an instrument capable of producing wailing, sliding
sounds. Fretless string instruments, pitch bend on a keyboard or a guitar bottleneck
would be good choices.
Although the results should sound wild and anarchic, there is more to this than
random shouting and screaming. Musically it will have to make some sort of sense in
terms of how it fits with the backing. For example, notice how Dove achieves this by
making sure that the phrases end on notes from the underpinning B7 chord.
Students don’t necessarily have to think too analytically with this. They can be
guided by their ears….

Working with chromatic patterns
From bar 19 begins a delightful instrumental solo where a two note figure falls and
rises chromatically over a simple two chord accompaniment. You would expect a
passage such as this to sound highly dissonant. However, it is not perceived by the
ear as such. The clashing intervals are fleeting, and the sense of structure and order
shifts from considerations of the harmony to a perception of a strong sense of
pattern created by the moving melodic figure.
The idea sounds simple enough, but care and thought has gone into choosing where
the notes land, particularly at the point of chord change in the left hand. For
example, the judicious use of a quaver rest at the beginning ensures that the
repetition of the sequence comes exactly at the beginning of a new bar!

Activity
In this activity, students are going to create a pattern which moves chromatically
over a simple chord accompaniment.
Students can begin by ‘doodling’ on an instrument to find a short three or four note
figure which sounds ‘good’ when it is moved chromatically up or down. These
chromatic patterns can be tricky to play, so some students might wish to use the
piano roll editor in a sequencer to facilitate this process. Guitarists might want to
begin with a pattern in the middle of the fretboard, which they can slide up and
down one fret at a time.

The example below shows this process. Reading the tablature, rather than the
notation, makes it clear how the chromatic transposition is working.

Notice how the chords above are a third apart and how the notes at the beginning of
the third bar are the notes from a Bb minor chord. This is by design – not accident.
So students will need to choose chords carefully that fit with the way the chromatic
progression is moving. A bit of a planning challenge, but many students will enjoy
rising to the demands of this puzzle solving activity.
Chords moving in thirds is something of a Dove ‘hallmark’ which we have observed
in other pieces from the Friday Afternoons collection. The left hand accompaniment
vamp is deliberately simple, so that it does not divert attention away from the
chromatically moving line playing above it. However, a gentle syncopation adds a
degree of interest.
This embodies a useful working ‘principle’ for aspiring composers- when a melody or
harmony is simple, you can add interest by thinking about the rhythmic element.
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